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In the broad sense, the word ' l~pace ' l  is all inchsive. It Includes 
the Sun, the Earth, and the other planets of the solax system, It imludes 
the one hundred billion s ta rs  or more in our own galaxie, which we label 
the llMilky Way. It includes all the bther galaxies of the miverse which 
we see as nebulae. The great nebula in Andromeda is sh0wn In the i i rs t  
slide. Certainly there a re  billions of s ta rs  in this disk-shaped conglsmer- 
ation, sonie of which may have planets and living intelligent beings, Ii the 
environment near these billions of stars is right for living forms, then 
surely life will exist on some of them. This is a challenge for the future. 
Our solar system (Slide 2) is probably not unique even in our own galaxy, 
and we know that there a re  billions cf galaxies in the universe. 
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The space environment includes all matter or the relative lack of 
matter in the high vacuum regions between the planetary and stellar mass  
concentrations. It likewise includes .all transient excursions of matter 
through these regions, and the influence that these meteoroidal excursions 
might have on a space ship contained therein. It includes all radiation 
such as light, radiowaves, X-rays, and electromagfietic radiation. It 
includes all force fields such as gravity, electrostatic attractions, and 
magnetic fields. And the space environment must recognize the probabili- 
ties of cosmic rays, solar winds, and lethal radiations associated with 
solar flares. 
'I shall concentrate on solar space shown pictorialjy in Slide 3. 
Here you see what is to u s  the most important star of our unherse in the 
lower right-hand c(arner. The Sun is, of c0urse, the principal source of 
energy for the solar system. It has a diameter of some 860,000 miies. 
While the internal temperature of this gigantic thermonuclear reactor is 
about 40,000,000 degrees, the surface temperature is nowhere near this 
high. The effective temperature of the phdtosphere is about 60000K. 
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The Sun (Slide 4), however, is far from being a quiet well-behaved 
source of heat and light, Intense storms project giant tongues of material 
into space at millipns of degrees (cor~nosphere)~  There a re  magnetic 
storms in the form of sunspots that vary according to the sunspot cycles 
sf about 11 years, In addition, the Sun rotates on its axis carrying these 
sunspots across its surface in a 27-day period. Each of these periods in- 
fluence the environment, weather, and atmospheres of the planets. In 
addition, the solar prominences project streams of charged particles and 
magnetism outward to bathe the planets in a transiently varying solar at- 
mosphere. Thus, each of the planets is bathed in the solar atmosphere, 
which would monotonically decrease in intensity as we proceed outward 
fro= the Sua's surface past the planets! Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars ,  
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune:, and Pluto, 
The intensity of radiation such as light and heat vary inversely as 
the square of the distance from the Sun., At the Earth 's  distance of 
1.34 kilowatts per square meter, If this value were to change by only 
l o b r c e n t ,  the Earth" weather would be drastically altered, with the 
possibilities of melting the polar ice caps, and so forth. A 5-percent change 
in the orbital diameter would do this, 
93,000,000 miles from the Sun (1 astronomical unit), the solar energy is - 
. 
The known planets in the solar system have distances from the Sun 
ranging from 0.387 for the planet Mercury to 39.52 A for the planet Pluto. 
The radiant energy intensity received by D spacecraft moving across the 
realms of solar space would therefore vary by a factor of 10,000 in making 
a trip from Mercury to Pluto, The planet Pluto is so far removed even from 
Earth (more than 300 light minutes) that the probability for manned flight 
beyond the solar system is questionable indeed. The nearest star is about 
4. 3 light years away. 
I mentioned earlier that the space environment included all of the force 
fields contained therein, One of these force fields, the gravitational attraction, 
holds very special significance. The force of gravity between two masses 
varies as the inverse square of the distance between them: 
kmml 
F = T  
r 
Because of this  force, the planets 0f the solar system a re  held in orbits 
about the Sun. It may easily be shown that these orbits can be elliptical, 
parabolic, or hyperbolic, depending ow the relative velocities and the masses 
of the two bodies. We a re  most gene d with elliptical paths for 
the planets. Objects having parabolic ic paths about the Sun, 
of course, leave ass-by. The radius v e c b r  
of a particular pl a1 times, The square 
* 8 '  ' . . 
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of the orbital period of the various planets is proportional to the cube of the 
distance of that planet from the Sun. Crudely speaking, the planets remain 
in orbit because the centrifugal force associated with the speed of the planet 
and the curvature of the path just balances the gravitational attraction. Lf 
the planet were not moving, it would quickly fall into the parent body to become 
part of it, 
The gravitational attraction of the Sun and planets does something else 
for us. It serves as a gigantic pump to remove most 01 the non-orbiting 
material from space; thus, it  builds up hie-sustaining atmospheres on the 
planets and leaves very high vacuum conditions in the regions between the 
planets. We must recognize, however, that the gravitational pump is not 
perfect, so that even the high vacuum regions may be regarded as the outer 
fringes of the solar and planetary atmospheres. 
At the surface of the Earth, our atmosphere sustains a pressure of 
14.7 pounds per square inch, and the gas has an average molecular weight 
of about 29.4. We can estimate how the pressure varies with altitude if 
we assume that the force of gravity, the temperature, and the molecular 
weight remain constant, Take a small volume of gas with pressure differ- 
entia1 irom top to bottom equal to the weight . 
A d p = -  p A d h  
Butfrom the gas law 
pv = NRT 
or 
R 
P = P w  T (3) 
Hence, if T and W are constant (which they are not in the atmosphere), -
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W dh - - -  - -  dP 
P RT 
W h  
P = P0e RT 
(4) 
In the atmosphere, experimentally, the pressure decreases approximately 
by a factor of 2 for each 16,000 feet, The uncertainty of th i s  rule is indicated 
in the following table. 
Pf-essure, Altitude 
1/2 18,000 
1/4 34,000 
f t  
I 
atm 
48,000 
111 6 63,000 . 
The pressure is roughly 0.01 atmosphere at 100,000 feet, It is about 
millimeters of mercury at 300 miles. 
Let us refine equations (2) thrmgh (5) somewhat. If we think of the 
individual constituents of the atmosphere, using partial pressures for the 
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, etc. , and define a partial 
density as the mass of that constituent per unit volume, then without mixing, 
equation (5) would hold for the individual components such as oxygen, nitrogen, 
etc. The total pressure at any altitude would be the sum of the partial 
pressures of the individual components: 
W A h  Ah 
P = Pole RT + P02e RT- 0 (6) 
w2 w3 Ah - 
t- P03" RT 
- 1 -- 
The volume percent of any particular gas j will be 
Wj Ah 
poj e RT 
A =  W1 Ah Wa a h  W3 Ah 
RT 
- - I j R T  RT 
Pole + P02" * P03" (7) 
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Note, however, that the exponentially decreasing partial pressures of the 
components decay at d i f fe ra t  rates due to the different molecular weights, 
The heavy gases decay faster than the light QIXS, Hence, the percentage 
of light gases at  high altitude will increase, This, of course', is B csmpli- 
cated way of saying that the light gases of the atmosphere will float, and the 
heavy ones will si&. 
You will recall that the equations were derived with the assumption of no 
mixing. Actually the turbulence of the weather band around the Earth pro- 
duces so much mixing that the atmospheric composition does not change much 
up to an  altitude of about 100 miles, There is, however, a band or" helium at 
an altitude of perhaps 600 miles blendiQng into a layer of hydrogen at a con- 
siderably higher altitude, (Slick 5) say about 1500 miles, 
Other phenomena ds Gccur) however, ad the lower altitudes, Ozone 
may be formed, Atomic o x y g e ~  can 0ccur b&w 600 miles; ionizatim is 
probable, etc. The variation in atmospheric composition with altitude in- 
cluding these latter effects implies that the absorptiop of the radiated energy 
in the solar spectrum will also vary with altitude, Likewise, when that energy 
is absorbed, chemical compomds are farmed that iy-tensify 0r modify the ab- 
sorption character bstics 
. 
- 
You see, the Earth and its atmosphere along with the oceam, lakes, 
and r ivers  constitute a gigantic heat engine in a solar radiatim environment. 
This heat engine has various forms of heat addition, heat transfer, mass  
transfer , and other complicating phenomena to yield the statistically fluctu- 
ating conditions leading to our weather, to our radio t ra~smissisn,  and to 
other phenomena such as northern lights, magnetic &crms, etc, 
Visible radiation and also radio waves pemtrate the atmosphere to 
add heat to the Earth 's  surface, All  others a re  gemrally absorbed before 
they reach the surface. The upper atmosphere can reach very high tempera- 
ture levels, but, of course, the density is low. 
Infrared radiation may be transmitted whez the skies a re  elear but 
would be absorbed by cloud cover. Frost, for example, results when the 
infrared heat of the Earth's vegetation radiates ensugh heat to space on 
clear nights to lower the planet surface temperature below the freezing 
point, even though the air temperature is above freezing, 
The atmosphere is opaque to ultraviolet rays below 2900 angstrom 
units, These rays cause the ionization in the isnssphese and generate the 
ozone layer at an altitude of about 15 miles;, The ultraviolet rays do not 
penetrate the ozone layer, The absorption of the ultraviolet rays explains 
the r ise  in temperature ~f th12 chemosphere, the air layer just  above the 
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stratosphere, At higher altitudes, ionization X-ray absorption, cosmic- 
ray absorption, and other complicated processes probably Bdluence the 
heat and mass transfer and radio-wave reflectis?- characteristics of our 
atmospher e o  
What about radio reception? Radio trzwmission depends 02 several 
different kinds sf waves (Figure 6)" The ground wave is that part  of the total 
radiation that is directly affected by the presence of the Earth and ita surface 
features, The ground wave has two camporents, the Earth guided wave and 
the space wave, The tropospheric waves are those that are refracted and 
reflected by the troposphere This refrxt!Tp is ckie tn changes ifi the index 
of refraction between the bou~dar ies  of air masses sf differing temperature 
and moisture corrte9.O. The +omspheric w&ve is that part of the total electro- 
magnetic rzdiatior that is d cted through car reflected and refracted by the 
ionosphere, For nearby eemmunlivativ the grsind waves serve. For 
larger distances, refraction of the sky wdvos through the iocosphere is 
required, The amoust of bendicg required is grelz,,ter to receive the signal at 
R1 than at  R2. A skip zone of no paeceivled sig~aB occurs between the limit 
on the ground-wave propagation dietmce z i ~ d  the bmdkg limit position of the 
sky-wave receiver 
The refractive ixr_dsx is c 8 o s ~  tc upity ir the troposphere sc that re- 
fraction i s  generally slight, With a r  i~ccrease cf altitude, layers of i ~ c i z a t i ~ n  
a re  formed by the action cf ultraviolet light on oxyge~,  T-itroge-- QX&, etc, 
Free electrons a re  thwefcre available tc chawe U I  the dislectsic r,omta.nt and 
the conductivity of the r e g i o ~  for the relatively kc,w irequmcies oE radio 
transmission, Much greatw refractio1- of radio W ~ ~ P T ~ S  eccurs in the imasphere 
than in the troposphere, 
. n  ' 
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storms include unusual distukbances in the Earth! s 
with accompanying disturbances in the is~~osphere,  
magnetic f iela along 
For a given density oi ionization, the degree of refraction becomes 
less  as the wavelength becomes shorter, Bendicg is therefore leas at high 
irequency than at 10w frequency, At the very high frequencies corresponding 
to TV channels, the bendiwg is so slight that the wave does not return t0 
Earth. This leads to the so-called "line 6f sight" limitation, 
You will recognize that the conditions in the i c~ssphe re  are subject 
to the whims of the solar weather, By monitoring the conaitions of the 
ionosphere with radio wave reflections, the lofig-distance communication 
networks can choose f requwcks  ior best receptiolt by use cf extensive 
correlations. The Bureau of Standards also publishes pa~edictic~~ charts 3 
months in advance on the usz-ble frequencies absve 3. 5 megacycles for long- 
dis tame communicat iens 
- The use of satellites and high frequencies allows our long-distance radio 
communication systems to be free from the vagaries of the Sun, Because the 
wave would be transmitted through the atmosphere, the system would be de- 
pendable irrespective of mkar disturbances, seasons, time of year9 sunspot 
cycles, ktc. Telstar and Relay are &amat!c experimects demmstrating the 
feasibility bf such commcricatim systems. 
- 
Therk a re  numerous possibilities ior satellites t0 serve as a link in a 
communication system. The first used is the .message relay satellite as de- 
picted on Slide 7, The satellite co?tal.rs B tape recorder, Messages trans- 
mittkd from A when the satdli te is PI view are relayed to the grouna at point B. 
Thid systelh was used to aeliver Eisenhower's Christmas greeting to the world 
from a lJiscoverer satellite. It has  application for military dispatches and 
could feasibly also be a link to a rapid mail system, Using polar orbits, all 
parts of the globe would be covered about four times per day, 
Passive satellites can serve in a communicatio~ tzetwork if there a re  
enough of them. In this system, the signal trmsmitted from a, ground station to 
a satellite is reflected down, to other grousrd stations" Satellites 0f this type 
include the Echo balloon codiguratims, the wire dipoles of Project Westford, 
and contemplated shaped ballca~s to improve ths sign3.1 reflectiop strength. 
The passive satellites must generally be at fairly bow altitudes in order 
to give sufficient signal strength at  the receiver. This problem ar ises  because 
the strength of the signal transmitted to the satellite, even with a very g ~ o d  
antenna, essentially diminishes as the inverse square 0f the distance. Likewise, 
the strength of the reflected signal dimivishes in a similar manner in returning 
to Earth. Thus, the signal strength at the receivipg station is proprxtisnal to 
* 8 .  -8- 4 
the inverse iourth power of the altitude. Hence, altitudes of several thousand 
miles a re  about the upper limit. Individual satellites at  these low altitudes 
do not remain in best signal reflecting position for very long, so many satel- 
lites would have to be employed to maintain continuous communication between 
any two stations. 
Active satellites, such as Telstar acd Relay, where the signak is re-  
ceived and amplified before being transmitted t s  the ground,can be used at  
much higher altitudes. At an altitude of 22,300 miles, the satellite wsuld 
remain nearly stationary in the sky because i ts  period wsuld c~il-h~ide with 
that of the Earth's rotatiox Syncom (Slide 8) is the first  sateklite of this type. 
A single synchronous satellite can prcivide conmug-ication for rearly a hemi- 
sphere. Three such satellites could cover the entire Earth except for a small 
region around the poles, but I must continue with other subjects. 
Have you ever noticed how much light there is in the sky on a clear, 
moonless night out in the country? Such light surely does not come frcm the 
stars and planets. Even the Milky Way is very specificably located, This - 
"air glow?? originates at  an altitude of perhaps 90 to 100 kikometers, It is 
caused initially by a triple collisiop of three oxygen atoms. One of these at this 
altitude retains electrons in an elevated energy level, Ssme time later, this 
forbidden neutral oxygen atom releases its energy at, a wavelength of 5577 
angstrom units to give the "air glow, Carpepter carried along 8 special 
filter that wouldpass only light of 5577 + 10 angstroms, The air glow was 
still visible to Carpenter through this finer showing the cause conclusively, 
This air glow is by far the best horizon for the astronauts, It, of course, 
lies above the Earth's horizcn0 Stars can be seen between the air glow and the 
Earth. Carpenter was able to determine the altitude of this air-glow horizon 
quite accurately. He did this by noting the exact time when individual known 
stars just entered and left the air-glsw region_, Since the altitude azd position 
of the Mercury capsule were kKown, the res t  of the computation follaws in 8 
straight-f orwar d manner (I 
What else can the astronaut see from a satellite? He cestaindy 
the heavens unhampered by the turbulence of the atmosphere, Stars would 
therefore not twinkle. 
see 
He can get a marvelous view sf the Earth 's  cloud cover and we.athes 
patterns; perhaps he cac even detect hurricanes in their formathm before 
ground-based stations can do so (Slide 9)" 
cover picture that has been obtained, but I like it because I believe that it 
represents the first photograph of a hurricane in the makiag taken from a rocket. 
This is far from the best cloud 
. .  
P 
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The Tiros satellites, with much more beautiful pictures, have demonstrated 
the ability to observe and improve the mapping of world-wide weather patterns. 
These satellites have been used to determine the center of a tropical storm 
that was  in e r ror  by 500 kilometers by conventional methods; the break in an 
Australian heat wave was accurately predicted from Tiros II data; and Hurricane 
Esther was discovered by Tiros In, etc. These will be followed by contributions 
from more sophisticated satellites such as Nimbus and still later, Aeros. 
These gross patterns will surely be visible to an astronaut. But how 
well can he detect details and Earth surface characteristics? The answer to 
this question comes from simple physics. 
The quality of the image from an optical or radar viewing system is 
limited by the fact that electromagnetic radiations have wavelike character- 
istics. The circular aperture (or any 0ther shaped opening) on such a viewing 
system will generate a diffraction pattern So that a point source will not give 
a point image on the viewing screen, The individual light intensities from the 
images of two point sources are plotted on Slide 10. 
Clearly, if  the two images a re  closely spaced, the light patterns will 
blend so that they cannot be dlstiqyished as separate. Conventiswally, this 
closest spacing for resolution occurs when the central maximum of 0ne point 
source falls at the first minimum of the second point source, This gives a 
minimum angular resolution of 
A 1-22 
where 
A is the wavelength of the radiation 
a is the aperture diameter 
is the angular separation sf the two point sources, radians 
This angle (Slide 11) is also equal to the distance between the two point sources 
x divided by the distance d of the two sources from the observation station. 
Hence, 
the quantity x 
viewed object. 
approximates the uncertainty of position or definition of a 
- .  
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Using equation (9)- a I-inch diameter cptical telescope anwanted on a 
satellite 200 miles above the Earth can be used to r e s ~ l v e  ps&t light sources 
if they a re  greater than 23 feet apart, With a 12-inch scope. the resolved 
distance is 1.9 feet, This resolved distance approximately represents the 
fuzziness of the boundaries of the object uxhder sbse rva tbo~  Thus with a 
12-inch scope9 ships, roads, buildiv,gs9 trains, and general map chasacter- 
istics, including automobiles in parking lots could be determined. A satellite 
equipped with a reasonable telescope (12-iw0 objective) could probably detect, 
classify, and establish the locatiorr of all our surface ships as well as mili- 
tary installations and troop movements, We, i? turn, could know the lo@atim 
of all the Russian ships without the aid of espicrage and code breakkg. Such 
a conclusiisla i s  certainly impr tan t  to the Navv.. 
The question might be raised as to whether there i2 sufficient illumi- 
nation for observation, During the daytime, there certainly is. The light 
transmission coefficient through the entire atmosphere is about 85 percent 
a t  the zenith so that the Earth would surely appear 
f u l l  Moon (actually by six or sevm times). ViewiTg the zenith through the 
entire atmosphere is about equivalent to l o ~ k i ~ g  at an object 5 , 3  miles away 
on the surface. The visible light available ta a, satellite obsgrver would be 
much greater from the Earth thm from the Moon because of relative sizes 
and distances, 
be brighter than the 
How small a light could one see QII the grcund? Acccrdi-g to 
H. No Russell, Astrophy J, 45, 60 (191'7), the umided hums-.. eye requires 
at  least 2,5 x 10-9 ergs  per secmd of energy to detect a point light source. 
A 1-watt light bulb with a 1-percent efficiewy should therefore, be observable 
from a satellite located at  m altitude of 200 miles if a 12-ixtch telescope ob- 
jective were used, A phctographic plate might require % 60-watt light bulb 
to be visible for a 1-minute expasure time. Thus, useful observations of 
Earth could be made with a rnavwld satellite evw at ;.ight, 
You all know, of course, that the st-ars appear to twiPMe while the 
planets ds  not, This twinkliEg effect ls d w  io atmospheric tusbulenee A;ll._d 
temperature gradi'ents. These dbturbafices modify the ".rdes of refractby 
of the atmosphere and cause laacal berdiqg of the light ram passi-g through it. 
Thus, the position of a star z~ppeass to change t rmsimt lp  with time, which 
leads to the twinkling s e v a n t i c ~  The plcsiti~?c of 2 star as seer through the 
atmosphere is statistically wcertaip by 1 to  a few seconds of arc" Because 
the angular size of the planets is larger, the twi~kl ing  is not apparent, even 
though it lis still there. (Mars, for example, subtends a p  angle f r s m  Earth 
of about 17 sec at closest approach . A pinpoirted object o w  theri'msf the 
Mars disc, o r  o~ the Moon for that matter> would have the same circle of 
confusion due to turbulence as dms B star), 
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The positional uncertainty of a satellite as viewed from the ground 
might be as much as 3 seconds of arc associated with atmospheric turbulence. 
The corresponding distance e r ror  for a satellite at 200 miles is about 15 feet. 
I told you earlier, however, that a satellite ~ b ~ e r v e r  with a 12-inch lens 
could see the ground within an accuracy of 2 feet, YSU may &s%, "How @0me?" 
Maybe I can clarify this  difficulty with Slide 12 ,  
You see, the index of refsactiow of B gas is related to its density, 
But the density of the atmobphere from equation (5) decreases exponentially 
with altitude. Hence, the air layers near the surface of the Earth (where the 
density of the air is high) produce the greatest bends ow the light path. On 
Slide 12, the same light path is traveling between the ground observer and the 
satellite astronaut, but each appears to see his  object almg the projected 
tangent to the local'light path, The bending is great reor the ground observer 
while ha rdy  any bendinn occurs n e w  the satellite. He~ce ' ,  you can see that 
the observational error  0f the astronaut in cibserpiing the ground is much less  
than that of the ground observer viewing t h e  satellite. h fact, the ratio of 
the e r ro r s  can be shown to be about 1 to  45, Thus, atmospheric shimmer 
causes an e r ror  of only a few inches in the astromut 's  observation of the 
ground, An up to 6" diameter 0bjective could be used cn a satellite at 200 
miles for viewing the ground before the inherent sptbeal resolution was better. 
than the resolution limit &e tc turbulence and atmospheric shimmer, 
Having raised the question as to how well the astronaut can view the 
ground, it might be interesting to spend a few minutes discussing orbits 
(Slide 13). If the satellite is lzunched from either pole, only a. polar orbit 
can be established. Of course, the entire Earth W Q U ~ ~  come under sur -  
veillance as the Earth rotated u ~ d e r  the satellite s orbit, Clearly, however, 
it is not possible to establish an equatorial orbit with a bal&isti@ launch from 
the poles. In fact, the inclination of the orbital plam ts the equator must 
be equal to or greater than thekkitude of t h e  launching, site, Thus, o ~ l y  from 
the equator can all kinds of orbits, that is, equntorial, polar, etc, be established. 
Now, the position of the orbitkl plme of the satelEite depends 03 the 
inhomogeneities of the Earth 's  gravitational field. The Earth is not a perfect 
sphere, so that the idealized variation 0f the gravltathxal attraction. with the 
inverse square law holds t rue o~ t l y  approximately (Slide 14), 
The actual Earth bulges at  the equztsr. The variation in gravity some- 
what resembles that of a spherical Earth with a belt around the equator. The 
gravitational pull of this belt is stronger on a satellite at the equator than at 
the poles. The Earth 's  bulge thus idluences the orbit of a satellite, The 
perturbations of this  orbit mayp in turn, be used to make geophysical mensure- 
ments on the Earth9s gravity, Such 3tudies with Va-.guatrd I lead to the dis- 
covery of the pear-shaped Earth, 
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There a re  two important ways in which the equatorial bulge influences 
the satellite's orbit. The first  is to deflect the satellite toward the normal 
to the equator each time it crosses. Thus, the plane or' an eastwardly launched 
satellite will rotate toward the west at a rate in degrees per day of about 
where a is the hcliamation of the orbital plane to the equator. Also, 
the satellite speeds up in crossing the equator because of the bulge. This 
causes the major axis of the elliptical path to rotate in the plane of the orbit 
at  a rate in degrees per day of about 
s = 4 ( 5 C Q S 2 d  - 1) x111) 
The direction of this rotation reverses above latitudes of about 6 3 O .  This is 
about the plane angle sf the early Russian satellites. Thus, they could keep 
the perigee over Russia, using this Iact , which would enhance the data trans- 
mission to Russians. The numbers in equations (10) and (11) a re  for a 200- 
mile-altitude satellite 
You may note that the sittellite is always Ialldng in orbit toward the Earth, 
Because of the Earth's curvature, however, the astronaut's horizon keeps 
dropping in front of him so that he does not reach the surface but contimes 
to go round and round. A body in free fall, such as the satellite, then ex- 
periences the phenomena associated with weightlessness. 
The weightless environment is still of considerable worry to the space 
scientists. The influence of welghtlessmss on man for  extended periods of 
time might lead to deterbratiom of muscular and body functions through lack 
of stimulation. The fuel in a rocket tank may be undecided as to whether it 
should stay on the top, the battom, or the sides a€ the tank, Heme, venting 
of the tank may be as much of a problem as 10cati.zg the fuel at the tapk dis- 
charge port. 
Fortunately, forces normally neglected at  1 g can be utilized at zero g 
to help us. If the fluid wets the tank wall, the liquid will d i n g  to the walls. 
Standpipes caw also be instalked to locate the liquid near discharge parts. 
gravity zero grz.vity 
. .  
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This is all I will say about z e m  "g" envismment but it remains of coctiwuing 
research interest and concern. 
The thermal environment in space depends strongLy on where m e  chooses 
t0 be in space, Space has such a high vacuum - of the order of rnilli- 
meters 0f mercury or better - that only a few molecules of hydrogen a re  
present in each cubic cantimeter. Hence, the normal definition of tempera- 
ture that depends upon a statistical distklbution of molecular or vibrational 
speeds probably has no measkng, Aksc, the heat t rmsfer  to or away from a 
spacecraft must be prlmipaPly by radiat im 
.I 
One might then dnfhe the temperature of: space to be that equilibrium 
temperature that a bsidy would issurnf: i~z the absence ~f suzlight or p k w t  light. 
This temperature for deep %pace is perhps  30 t~ 4Q) K bnt m3-y be as high as 
200 K in portions of the Milky Way. The tempert&tums ol a body h s r l a  space 
is then determined by equaticg the energy absorption by thi.2 body from the solar 
and planet radiations to the energy reradiated to deep space and to any nearby 
objects. The radiation from a black bouy is proportional to the fourth power 
of the absolute temperatures. 
a 
NT, the energy received cm,r the Earth from the Sun is 1 .34  kilowatts 
per square meter. This  energy is largely in the visible range, If it is ab- 
sorbed by a spacecraft, the reradiation is largely in the inJrased range, but 
materials have different absorption and emissivity csleff icients according to 
the wavelength of the radiation. Hence, the temperature of spacecraafaft may be 
controlled by selection sf appropriate surface C Q Z ~ B T I ~ S .  A coating with high 
absorptivity in the visible region. and low emissivity in the infrared region 
will have a higher equilibrium temperature than if the reverse is true. By 
combimations of stripes and selected coatings, spacecmft temperatures a re  
usually adjusted to be near m r m a l  room temperatures. The coatings a re  
pretty sophisticated, beiag adjusted for particular orbital paths or missions. 
Mariner, for example, W Q U ~ ~  have a different c0athg thaz satellites near 
Earth. Even on near-Earth satellites, the csotinga a re  altered if the orbital 
path is changed because of delays of a few &ys at lainch. 
A simple energy balance will  indidate the varbatiocs sf equilibrium 
temperature On a spacecraft in solar space. If we assume a, sphere with 
sufficient conductivity to have uci€orm surface temperature, the black body 
solar energy absorbed will vary inversely 8s the square of the distance from 
the sun. The energy radiated wil l  be proportional tCJ the fsurth power of the 
surface temperature. The equilibrinm temperature obtnhed by equating the 
absorbed and radiated energy thus varies iwessely as the square root of the 
radial distance from the Sun. 
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The Earth, as you all know, has a magnetic field, This field has  an 
important influence on the near-Earth space environment. I would like now 
t0 show you briefly why this is the case, I hope you wm9t  mind a very 
simplified discussion of magnetohydrodynamics 
A charged particle, such as an electron or a. positive ion, feels a force 
if it is placed in an electric field. This force is proportioral to the charge 
q and the field strength E 
(13) 
- 
F = 
+ 'D + 
+ 
In the illustration, the field is 5stablished by the charges on the plates of 
a condenser Clearly, a positive charge is forced in the direction of the field. 
Also, when an electric current flows in a wire placed in a magnetic 
field, there is a force on that wire that is proporthsnal to both the field strength 
and the curbent and is perpendicular tc both. A magnetic field parallel to a 
current-carrying element produces force. 
4 F  
I di 
, .  , -15- 
- Now, the current r is the rate at which charge is passing a point. If we have 
a single charge q passing through our ' l ~ o n d u ~ t s r ,  ?' the current is 
Hence, the force on a moving charge due t0 the magnetic field is 
Thus, if we combine equatioQs (16 and (13), the force on a charged particle 
moving in electric and magnetic fields is 
F = g (E + w X ii) 
L 
where consistent units must be used. 
You will note in equation (16) that the force due to a magnetic field is 
always normal to the velocity, Hence, a steady magnetic field neither adds 
nor subtracts energy from the particle's motion. Thus, a moving charged 
particle in a constant magnetic field follows a circular path around the field 
line such that the magnetic force balances the ceatsifugal ioree: - 
or the path radius is 
Thus, charged particles a re  trapped by a magnetic field. 
Ii we now superimpose a force normal to the magnetic field lines, for 
example, by either an electric field or a gravitational field, the particles will 
be alternately accelerated and decelerated by. this new force. Hence, the 
motion of the particle is that shown on Slide 15. This motion is the super- 
position of a constant drift velocity 
H' 
and the circular orbital velocity without th electric field. Ysu will note that 
the drift  velocity is independent 0f the charge, so that both positive and negative 
charges migrate in the same direction even though their orbital velocities a re  
opposite. The Earth's gsavMtisnab field produces a similar type motion in a 
direction normal to the magnetic and gravitatbnal fields. 
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. 
Now a velocity component parallel to the magnetic field produces no 
force; hence, charged particles can follow spiral paths along magnetic field 
lines, like this: 
However, if the field is increasing in the direction of the spiral motican, 
then the radius of the path will decrease, and the converging field lines will 
produce a force to reflect the particle back i n  the direction whence it came. 
Thus, we could make magnetic mirrors  to trap charged particles in the region 
between increasing magnetic fields: 
- - 
Field linea 
H 
I Dis tanc e 
We can now talk about the Van Allen belts (Slide 16). You See, the 
Earth has a magnetic fiekd surrsundhg it. This field increases toward the 
poles. Hence, the Earthvs magsletism forms 3. magyetic bottle to trap charged 
particles. These particles a re  spiraling around the magnetic field lines, 
bouncing back and forth along spiral paths from pole to magnetic pole. Si- 
multaneously, there is a very small drift velocity in the circumferential 
direction associated with the gravitational field. Thus, the charged particles 
diffuse around the Earth t0 form the Van Allev belts. 
, *  
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The Van Allen belts generally CIS not persist to the l ~ e r  altltrJdes 
of Project Mercury space flights. If they did9 the upper atmosphere would 
soon cause their decay, The belts are stscngest B7a the regions between 1 
and 10 Earth radii, 
Data from Explorer XI1 (Slide 17) reversed previous c~;cnceptSo!~s of the 
belts, The entire region is actually a single system of charged particles 
instead of two distinct belts. These charged per t icks  are Orzpped by the 
Earth's magnetic field, 
The %.?hie€ constituents of the Van Allen belts are electrons and slow 
er  of each kizd varies from altktmk to altitude moving protons, The 
(Slide 18), At 2000 m i k s ,  the predornkca2t paktides were protonla with 
energies of tens of mS11iws cf ekctrc?! volts (10 M W ) ~  This region has 
been modified by nuclear sxplosi~:g~so At 8000 miles, protons with m71y a 
fl"arction of an Mev predom!xate, m d  at 12.000 mEkq protons whth e ~ e r g i e s  
of 0.1 to 4 Mev and electrons with energies up to 2 Mev are blended. The 
exact source of the charged particles in  these regions is still a matter of 
conatrover sy 
The Iormatim G€ or,% 7 e% c-rtifkibl M t ,  however, is wdL uxkrstoodo 
In this one, B high-a,lt!twk ruc"u,- I- exp$osiors f l lkd  the region with electrons. 
The surprise associated with this one is that the stresgth of the belt is 
persisting much longer than sriginally estimated. 
suggest that the belt may be detectable f c r  as l0rg as B year, In the meantime, 
it has knocked seat the power supplies 06 three satellites. This degradation is 
due to damage to the solar cells, 
Current speculations 
The outer regions 0f the Van Allen belts contain large nunbers  0f low- 
energy protons. These protocs pose less of a radiatisnz hazard thm high- 
energy electrons, Mafi7 passkg  cpickly through these regims OL the way tcr 
the Moon or beymd, would bz ir Little &r,$er from the protors bc?;, would need 
to be protected from the X-rays gex~sa ted  by impi-dgm-mt of the electrons on 
the spacecraft compcnents. OI? the c t k r  h - y d s  fh? pm?crs  w w l d  pose a, 
serious problem even for B heavily shielded vehicle to the occupants of an 
electric prcpulsion spacecriaft or z c  orbiting laboratory if the residence time 
approached two weeks or longer. 
Let me deiine some terms dealkg with radiation exposure, The msst 
common unit for a rzdiatlon dose is the rem or Roentgen equivalent mano 
The rem is that quantity of any type of isnilzing ra-diatisn that: when absorbed 
in the human body, produces an effect equivakxt to the ab~orptiorl of 1 roentgen 
of X or  gamma radiation at a given energy. The Roentger is that guactity of X 
or gamma radiation required to produce ic 1 cubic centimeter of d r y  air ions 
carrying 1 eleetrosktic unit 0f positive or tegstive charge, NQW, for a 
- . ,  
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two-week exposure time dc the l%er V a r ~  A J h  belt with a 25-rem exposure 
limit, the shield weight would have to be a,beu& 140 grams per square centimeter 
(55 in. of water thickness), 
I don't want to leave you with the impressim that the V m  ALBenz belts are 
steady and unchanging. We have seeq how they have bem mcdified by nuclear 
explosions. They also are modified and distorted by the solar winds. During 
solar flares and interse sunspot activity, tongues of plasma (Slide 19) along 
w ith a trapped solar mag 
geomagcetic sphere 0f the Earth forms a shock wave ir! th i s  plssma sheath; 
The edge  if the geoniag~!ptj@ sphere C C J  
side 0f the Earth facing t b  Si 
tic field are short. out %wwd the Ear!h. The 
$ 6  QccuY 2 %  pisfured in Slide 20, 
d iyside this Shock W ~ L V ~  J J ~  QC the 
is at zn altitude of w m e  30 090 to 40,000 miles. 
We should now d 1 5 . c ~ ~ ~  briefly the space ra*:-fic~ h t z i r d  +c, rn 
background normal eoamic PSV + ~ " t r s i t y  frem dI s w r c ~ ~  !s about 0,65 rem 
per week. Thus, with a rather high 25-rem expcswe limit an urshielded 
space traveler w ~ u l d  reach h i s  limit .on radi>.titx expncfswe from this  source 
alone i~ a,bou,& 38 weeks, Th3 compcsition cd t h e s ~  crqrnir  r a y s  is shew: QP 
Slide 21. 
Weight limitations may restrist the Apcsrlrc shield tc Inatmwen 10 acd 30 
grams per square cmtimetnr, This relative.ly t h i r  shield w)%11 protect the 
man for the short times that h e  might spezd ir the V i n ~  Allen belts m--d ag;;eiQst 
minor and major solar fImes, H i s  greate5t d a ~ g e r  c d d  corne from uppredicted 
giant solar flares, 
Almost all protons of erergies greater thsn 100 to 200 N k v  wild psss  
through a. 10- to 30-gram-psr-sqsaape-celrl&~~eter shield, These e?erg!.es a re  
prominent at flux levels LS high a s  104 psatcns per square cv t imeter  per SLPCQWCI 
ior a Class III+ solar flare.  he dis t r ibu t l~~~l  sf this flux i q  presD--:teci iv Slide 23, 
I -  ___ 
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Future space flights Gf mxch lo~zger duration, h ~ w e v e r ,  will  require 
thick shields. Then the seccmhry radiations arisirg from nuclear reactions 
in the radiation shield aml the spacecraft material, become importamt. Some 
of these reactions are shown in the next slide (Slide 25), In the cascade re- 
actionll, a proton enters 8 heavy nudeus, which then disintegrates to 8 lighter 
nucleus with emissi0n of p r ~ t o n s  ~ n d  neutrons. These, in turn, cause other 
disintegrations, In the evaporation reaction, a proton ecters a nucleus to 
lorm a radioactive a t ~ m .  The latter might decay emitting a neutron tO cause 
further reactions. 
The effect of these secondary radiations is estimate6 in Slide 26 ior the 
May 10, 1959 ilare. I would like to cautiosr yous hov'ever, that the many pro- 
cesses and rsdhation- interact: 
thick shields are tmderstoo? only pcorly. The "m.U" shcwr i2 a measure of 
the energy impartpd to matt y iopintng rad-htko-; a.7-d l a  ~ q u d  to 100 ergs 
per gram s€ arrateriaL Yoc see that the a ~ c c ~ d x r y  sadtstlcw become in- 
creasingly 
- increases. 
dpd for predicting the effectiveness of 
impostapt r&tive tc thin primary spes 9 s  the shield thickness 
(1) A criterion area of 1000 millionths of the solar surface reduces 
the usable flight time by 35 to 40 pereert and still allows encounters about 
half the events. This is not gsod ensagh! 
(2) Reductim of the atrea tc 500 rnil8ic~ths of the solzr surface takes 
care of all but one of the events for 1949 and 1950 but cuts down the fkafe?v 
time to 20 to 36 percept of the actual usable time, For the year 1951, even 
reduction of the exclwion area to 300 millionths of the eokm surface keaves 
tws encounters. 
I wish to leave this subject with the thought that we d~ not have adequate 
methods fo r  predicting the large solar flares. Heme, this radhtion source 
would be dangerous t o  extended-time manred mission r'lights to Mars, etc. 
- .  
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The next environmental factor I would l k e  to discuss is that of 
meteoroids, Let's start  with some definitions. A meteoroid is any of the 
countless small bodies in the solar system, If the meteoroid passes with 
incandescence through the atmosphere, it is a meteor; and i€ it reaches 
the surface or' the Earth, then it becomes 8 meteorite. 
Now, the meteoroids vary in both size and density. Some of them may 
be as light as snow with a specific gravity of perhaps 0,15. The stony 
meteorites seen in museums have specific gravities of 2 to 3,  while the 
specific gravities of the nlcntel-iron ones a re  more like 7 or 8. The sizes 
of the meteoroids range from infinitesimal up to perhaps a few pounds or 
heavier, You all have heard of the metemmid crater it: Arizam that is 
about a mile across, Mktmrs of suffieierd size to produlcq such 8 change in 
the Earth's structure must be large indeed. 
The meteoroid mass-frequency distributim estimated by several ob- 
servers is shown in Slide 27, The39 curves are generally obtained by observers 
0f meteor trails, By foilrowipig the meteor and measuring i t s  speed and deceler- 
ation in the atmosphere, the ratio m/C+ may be estim%ted, For  example, 
the equation of moticn far a v ~ s t i e l e  meteor is 
The acceleration d 2 y/dt2 a ~ c i  the qppea w are measured, The ais density 
p is estimated i r ~ m  previous smde data, Hewe,  gr? estimate of m/C+ 
is obtained. Now, reasonable guesses oi the drag coefficients ea? be rriade. 
We may also measur(0 the brightness of the meteor" a d  brightness is 
related to temperature and rate of evaporation cf material frcm the surface. 
Hence, an estimate oi the mass of the meteoroid c m  be obtained, In this way, 
so crudely outlined, the curves show9 are 0btaimd (Slide 27), The possible 
e r ro r s  due to the assumed efficiencies of the various processes can be large. 
Recently, artificial meteors have been produead in Project Trailblazer 
(Harvard). Here, the mssp and the dersity 0f the artificial meteor were mown 
prior to the launch of the rockets; hence, a calibration of the method results. 
This calibration suggests thzet some d the previous flux estimates were high 
by perhaps an order of magshktude, especially for  the larger sized particles 
(Slide 27)- The data 0n this curve also receiva suppart from radar observations 
of the ionized meteor trails in the upper atmosphere, Lkewise, a s  you caw 
see ow the slide, satellite data give some hazy cnpfirmation, The earlier 
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satellite data shown here a re  generally obtained by recording impacts on a 
plate by means of a microphone. The flux in these experiments its iairly good, 
but there is csnsiderable uncertainty or' the masso 
the conversion of meteoroid speed to n0ise in the microphone is an energy- or 
a momentum-dependect ~ ~ Q C X S S ;  arid the question deperds cr1 the speed and 
directim relative to the impact plnte, 
People a re  cot sure whether 
The next natural question is "How are  these particles distributed in 
space?" This is shown in Slide 28 in two ways. To an Earth observer, there 
a re  many more particles hitting the Earth on the leading hemisphere than on 
the trailing hemisphere as the Earth moves in orbit around the Sun. If these 
data a re  corrected for the speed of the Earth, theaz the opposite is true. That 
is, the majority of the pzrtlcLes are travekiEg in orbits, presumably around 
the Sun irc the same general directksr as the Earth, 
The ciE3tri?xf?fiy of *he par tk les  relative to the pbaw 0f the ecliptic is 
shown ETI Slide 29, Ycu c m  clearly see that most QL the particles a r e  within 
about 200 on each side of the orbital plane of the Earth about the Sun. Most 
0f them are orbiting around the Sun? but some of them may also be trapped 
in orbits around 01~r Earth-Nkcm system, Scime of the pa~tlckes make large 
angles tc, the plane r,r' the ~c l jp t ic  zr-d  re probably csf cometary ss ig ix  We 
a re  guesskg t h t  these hsve ~ e r y  low aensities - less than 0.5 gram per cubic 
centimeter 
Let IS speculate as to the origin or" this meteoritic mater~Al. It might 
come from outside the sobar system, If SQ, owe would expect it gemrally 
t0 pass OF through and to leave the regim again en hyperbolic-type orbits 
unless it suffered a g ~ a ~ i k y  twn W&P" one ( ~ f  the placets which would lead to 
trapping 
A s  an  illustration of a gravity turn that may increase OF decrease the 
energy of the pzrtiele, cwsider the path sf a particle that makes a near ap- 
proach to a planet. R4z,tivf? es the plarr?t, the path will be 2 hyperbola 
(sketches A1 ~ C I  B1) ~ 7 k h  the s - ? m ~  s p v d  but 3, diifereyf dirlectioc ?.,fter the 
rlear miss. 
P 
Sketch AI 
(Planet adds energy) (Ph-et subtracts energy) 
4 
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This means that, after the near encounter, the speed will be different relative 
to a fixed point in solar-space. The vector diagrams A2 and B2 illustrate how 
the gravity turn adds or subtracts energy to the meteoroici at the expense of 
the planet. 
velocity relative 
to planet after 
e m  ount e r  
velocity relative te 
planet before encounter 
Sketch A2 
(Planet adds energy) 
\ 
\ / \  
Sketch B2 
(Planet subtracts energy) 
The meteoroids might come from the asteroid belt betwee2 M a r s  and 
Jupiter. You see, particles can diffuse out of this belt by a combb~ation of 
gravity turns. The orbits of the individual particles can be altered upon close 
approach to another mass center. If this explains meteoroids, then surely 
the meteoroid population near M a r s  would be larger than near Earth. 
The meteoroids near Earth might actually come from the Nison. You 
see, a meteoroid impact on the surface o€ the M O Q ~  may carry enough energy 
so that four or five times as much mass would be knocked off the Moan's 
surface to escape velocity as that of the impinging meteoroid, There a r e  
eminent scientists who believe that the tektites iound ~n the Earth came from 
the Moon. 
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Then too, meteGrokls may origin-ate in the tails of comets, This 
theory is interesting but does not explain where the cornet came from. 
Why a r e  we 60, intewsted ia meteorsids? The priccipabB F B ~ S Q P  is 
because there is a finite probability that the integrity of space vehicles 
might be destroyed by meteoroid puncture. We must make the various 
components sufficiently thick to preveni penetrations OF destructive damage. 
Slide 30 gives some indication of the rarmber of pu~,ctures to be expected in 
stainless steel, This chart is based K ~ C T  Explorer XVI data cbtained near 
Earth,  Near lMars, the meteoroid pcapukation might be a Sactor of 2000 Laxger, 
but we don't know for sure. 
The uncertainty of the i ~ - f c r m ~ t i m  cn b t h  meteoroid flux acd penetration 
criteria is great. You saw how "the Trailblza2r, '! changed 
the flux estimates. A c o r r e s p o ~ l i ~ g  h: 2c9aPtzizty ex;sts in the pewtratdsn 
criteria. The problems here &re mdtiple. We do not have a very p o d  ieel 
for the density of the particles. A d  we don't have any ground-based data 
in the average speed range of the meteoroid particles, They range from 11 
to 73 kilometers per second, The fastest gun barely approaches the lower 
figure, Hence, we urgertby w e d  to l a c ~ h  Large-area meteoroid damage ex- 
periments in space to determiw s~irviveE prdxbikities, Without this information, 
spacecraft will likely be either urderdesigned l e a d i ~ g  to early loss or' mission, 
or overdesigned, giving overweight or  sli~ggish performance, Either situation 
is expensive. In fact, the whole future of electric propulsion may depend upon 
a clarification of the meteoroid survival probabilities for the radiator. Our 
present estimates of the weight of t h s  system may be in error by 3s much as 
a factor of 3, This weight &€€era? :e would make a tremendous diiference in 
the performance of an electsicably propelled spacecraft, 
Before closing, I would like to d i s c ~ ~ s s  very briefly the planetary em- 
vironments for manaaed explsraticr, The Merest i~ m n ~ r ~ e d  flights to Venus 
coded suddenly when Miarimr II data suggested a surface temperature of 800oF, 
Since recent spectra shouri33 the preser-ee of water V Z ~ C F  have cast some 
question on this value, some interest is b e h g  revived. iV2 m a d  more instru- 
mented probe data to decide whether a n a ~ ~ a d  bandings on Ve:xm wauld be feasible. 
Mars  has p r~ve rb?~Lly  atkl-mted the k r n ~ g g i ~ ~ t i ~ r ,  as a plamt for potential 
human development, Hcwever, or, careful study, the emironment ow the 
Martian surface is anything, but attractive, The surfaxe pressure9 for example, 
is about 25 millibars eor respmdkg to abant 85,000 &et altitude on Earth. 
The oxygen content is less  thm 1% corsespscdirg to &bmt 155,000 ieet altitude 
th or" the moisture 
on Earth so that rivers, lakes, 
. 
on Earth, The water vapor corteet is perhqx olfily 1 
2000 
d C C ~ Z T S  would prcbably be -o?-Pxistent. 
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What little water there is might be salty. Mars would also likely have i ts  
surface bombarded with asteroids and meteoroids from the asteroidal belt. 
This could be much more serious than on Earth because of the greater 
meteoroid population near Mars, and because of the thin atmosphere, On 
Earth,meteors penetrate to perhaps 50,000 feet altitude, A similar particle 
on Mars’would strike the surface, Also, the theory of planet formation sug- 
gests that Mars would have a solid core and no mountains of the folded type. 
With a solid core, there probably is no appreciable magnetic field, and hence, 
no trapped radiation belts of the Van Allen type. Now in balloon flights over 
Minnesota radiation intensities of 1000 rem per hour were observed during a 
giant solar flare. These would be sufficient to f r y  a human being according 
to usual standards. OE the surface 0f Mars, such radiation intensities would 
be expected because of both the rarefied atmosphere ar?_d the lack 0f magnetic 
field trapping of ionized particles. Thus? strong shielding would be required 
on the Martian surface during giant solar flares. 
To survive, man would have to take his Earth environment with him, 
Conditions are so hostile that cslsnization is probably out of- the question in 
our times, Nevertheless:, manned exploration of M a r s  will take place and be 
justified solely on its scientific merits. 
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